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Rescind raises, committee says
By Adam Steinhauer

CSU procedures come under fire

Daily stall writer

OAKLAND--- An advisory committee to review executive compensation recommended Thursday that the California
State University Board of Trustees rescind
I ).\ji ,\:%.1)
Tfic iii. css by
the executive raises it approved in a closed
%%
Inch
the CM’ chancellor and other exmeeting in November.
ecutives received their raises and comThe statistical report that prompted
pensation came under fire Thursday by
the hoard to raise executive salaries was
an ad hoc committee. made up of trustfaulty and not presented in its entirety.
ees, at a special meeting in Oakland.
according to members of the committee diThe pay increases came after a
rected to study the raises.
closed -door meeting held Oct. 31 and
The Ad Hoc Committee to Review
Nos. 1 in which the raises were disExecutive Compensation, a committee
cussed. Nothing was agreed upon in the
made up of trustees, made its position
meeting. The only decision made was
known Thursday at a special meeting in
to delegate Marianthi Lansdale. chairOakland.
man of the California State I. Iniversity
"I have a lot of sadness in this." said
Board of Trustees, to inform Chancellor
committee member William D. Campbell.
W. Ann Reynolds of her new salary in"because there are many recipients of salary raises who will he affected by this. The
people who manage campuses earn the appropriate hut that he had problems with
money. And they should he able to accept he process of deciding upon them.
it without it being darkened by something
The raises were approved after infbrlike this."
Campbell went on to say that he ’nation was presented from a report about
didn’t know whether the salary raises were university system executive salaries

Subsequa lit . key nolds as di
rected to delegate the raises of the vice
chancellors and other CSII officials.
The delegation process used by the
trustees has been in effect for seven to
eight years.
"I suggested the delegation process as a legal way of handling the matters. It has been a sort of pattern the
board has used numerous times in similar situations," Mayer Chapman, vice
chancellor and general counsel.
The board has the right within the
Bagley-Keene Act to hold closed -door
sessions regarding the discussion of
personnel. The Bagley -Keene Act
See CLOSED. page 7
. lease.

around the country. the trustees hoped t
attract more applicants to CSU executive
job openings by making executive salaries
more comparable to those of other university executive positions. The report was
filed by a compan) called TPF&C.

Caesar J. Naples. s ice chancellf
faculty and staff relations, accepted re
ponsibl lay for not having TPF&C present
its statistical report to the hoard of trustees
directly. TPF&C contracted directly with
Naples’ office rather than the whole hoard
of trustees and Naples presented an imcomplete version of their report to the
board.
Judy liuen. a representative of
TPF&C. told the committee that it also
does similar studies for the University of
California system. In its dealings with UC.
the company presents information directly
to the board of (IC’ regents. Huert said.
Naples stood by the validity of the
study despite a statement by Campbell that
the hoard of trustees’ legislative analyst
had "numerous complaints about the
methodology and statistical analysis."
Naples said later in reference to the testimony. "The legislative analyst and I have
a difference of opinion."
Questions about the study’s validity
arose because the CSU is the largest public
university system in the nation and there is
no comparable system with which to corn See RAISES, hack page

Proposals
passed by
committee
By Rob Neill
Daily staff writer

A key state legislative budget committee approved a package of proposals to
limit the way the problem-plagued CSU
chancellor’s office spends money on officials’ salaries and such perks as cars.
The Assembly Ways and Means subcommittee on Education sent the package
of reforms. authored by Assemblyman
Robert Campbell ID-Richmond), to the
joint legislative budget committee.
"While the chancellor may have
screwed up, we’re holding the entire board
responsible," Campbell said.
The package still must be passed by
the joint legislative budget committee.
then Ways and Means and the full Assembly before repeating the process in the
state Senate. If passed, it will then he in
See LIMITS. page 7

Update denies
investigators
request for video
By Harry Mok
Daily staff writer

Julie Lynn Rogers Daily staff photographer
( .harlie

Wedemeyer laughs with his wife, Lucy, len.

:111(1 11111.M. 1.11111:1

l’eevyhouse during his presentation

Wedemeyer takes part in awareness day
Its Lisa B. Cuellar
Daily staff writer

He stopped breathing. Mouthto-mouth was immediately’ administered by his nurse.
Afterward, the fear of choking
and suffocating gripped him as
he struggled with every breath
.ind refused to eat or sleep.
This went on for months.
Amnyotrophic Lateral Sclero-

sis. better known as Lou (ehrig’s Disease. caused Charlie
Wedemeyer to drop down to 95
pounds five years ago.
He can now tamst with a smile
and a wink of his new weight at
155 pounds.
Wedemeyer, former head coach of the championship I ais
Gatos High School football team
in 1985 and subject of the made-

see related story
on page 3
for-telex sion movie "Quiet Victory." visited SJSU ’Tuesday as a
part of I )isahled Students Awareness Ikty.
itcr a group of more than 15

people finished watching a documentary on Charlie. he addressed
the group with his wife Lucy and
their full-time nurse Linda Peevyhouse.
ALS is a disease that involves
the degeneration or wasting away
of the muscles until they are useless.
See C1)4 CH bin A pa

SJSU’s student-run TV tte
pmgram Thursday denied a reql1Csi
to provide investigators with video
tape of Earth Week activities
which were held on the site where
a pipe bomb exploded hours before.
The request came a day after a
Spartan Daily photographer. under
threat of arrest, turned over film of
the bomb scene to UM. The film
was then given to agents of the federal bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco &
Firearms who were on the scene
helping the UPD investigation.
"shield
Under California’s
law," law enforcement officials
must go to court and subpoena
journalists’ videotape, film or
notes if hey refused to turn them
over vs illingly.
Using threats or coercion to obtain journalists materials is against
the law, according to John Cam, a
media law lawyer and instructor at
the Unix erstiy of California at Berkeley Graduate School of Journalism.
If he turned over his tape. SJSU
Update News reporter Joe Feeney
said he would he implicating everybody that is on it.
"Anybody in the shots could be
implicated." Feeney said. "You
can’t go around accusing people."
He also said any un-aired footage was personal property.
"Any ray% lOotage is mine.
Feeney said. "We need to draw
the line somewhere."
The film taken from the Spartan
Daily was returned late Wednesday afternoon with one frame confiscated. ATF officials said their
agents work undercover and the
confiscated film contained an
image that would indentify an
agent.
UPD investigator Terry Edel
said late Thursday afternoon that
she had not heard officially that the
request to Update News was denied.

’In order to have
a free press the
media can’t be
linked to the
police.’

Andy SOlii,
Update News reporter
The pipe bomb exploded Tuesday at 2 a.m. in the recently-constructed plaza on Seventh Street.
The explosion blew a 50- to 75pound landscaping rock approxiamately 25 feet and made a gouge in
the sidewalk next to the Central
Classrooms building.
Remnants of the bomb and the
damage it created were initially
tOund by groundskeeers who
cleaned it up believing it was vandalism.
on
Feeney’s videotape shot
Tuesday was requested by Edel
in the hopes of matching voices of
speakers during Earth Week activities to a phone message received
by SJSU President Gail Fullerton’s
office and a call to the Spartan
Daily that said the bomb had gone
off.
The videotape in question contained shots of speakers and crowd
shots during Earth Week festivities.
"Something might stand out in
the tape." Edel said. "The fact
that it’s at the crime scene and
there’s talking in the background
just don’t
and up front we
know.
She would not comment more
specifically on what was being
looked for in the videotape.
Update News faculty adviser
See VIDEO. hark page

Balgooyen pleads not guilty to indictments
By Kevin J. Well

Daily staff writer
Professor Thomas lialgooyen pleaded not
guilty to a U.S. District Magistrate Thursday on
two counts of filing false tax returns.
If convicted, he could face up to six years
in federal prison and $500.000 in fines plus
prosecuting costs, according to Leland Altschuller. Assistant District Attorney for the Northern
District.
This comes more than a month following
his federal indictment alleging 11 counts of Fish
and Wildlife Law violations.
At the arraignment. Balgooyen chose to
have this case heard by the District Magistrate
rather than have the case heard by the District
Court.
The Magistrate normally hears arraignments hut defendents with Federal misdemeanor
cases can also have them heard by the Magistrate.

Balgooyen also chose to have a jury trial
for his federal wildlife case that is scheduled for
May 21 at 2 p.m. Jury selection will take place
that morning.
The tax return indictment is scheduled for
June 25.
The indictment alleges that Balgooyen
failed to report more than $25.500 on income
tax returns for the years 1985 and 1986, according to the release from the district attorney’s office.
The income was reportedly earned front his
tree trimming service. "Doc B’s Tree Practice." and that in his tax returns he failed to report income. the indictment claims.
According to the indictment, the investigation by the Criminal Investigation Division of
the Internal Revenue Service found that on Balgooyen’s 1986 tax return he failed to report receipts from sales for his business. That income
was reported to he approximately. $12,250.

On his 1987 tax return, the indictment alleges that he stated a "gross receipts or sales"
of $30,324 while knowing that his actual sales
were $43.851.
The wildlife indictment charges that he
caught and transported nearly 60 protected wildlife animals and also charges that he was acting
with John Boundy, who was convicted of similar activity in January, it was reported in March.
Balgooyen was removed from his teaching
position to take over other duties within the biological sciences department as a result of the
March indictment.
This action was not intended as a disciplinary action, Dan Buerger, assistant to the president, said in an telephone interview in March.
Balgooyen would not discuss his case at his
Duncan Hall office Thursday and referred any
questions to his attorney, John L. Williams.

Michael Rondou Mercury News

Special to the Daily

Thomas Balgooyen is under investigation for tax evasion
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Campus media
deserve respect
homb
explosion began Wednesday. the Spartan
Daily staff showed good faith to the UnitC1,1( POI ice Department by reporting a bomb
threat called in to the newsroom Tuesday night.
And when asked. a Spartan Daily staffer
cooperated with the UPD’s investigation.
The UPI) apparently forgot this show of
cooperation by the lack of respect an officer of
the department showed to a staff photographer
and reporter.
When the reporter and photographer went
to the recently-constructed Seventh Street plaza
to cover the investigation being conducted by
the federal bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco & Firearms. a UPI) officer threatened the student journalists with arrest and jail if they did not hand
over film that photographer Kelley Chinn shot
of the scene.
The officer bullied the journalists, taking
advantage of their inexperience and exploiting
their unceriainity of their First and 14th amendment rights.
According to a media law lawyer at the
University of California at Berkeley. police officers "do not have the right to force him (the
photographer) to give up the film or stop taking
pictures."
UPD officer Robert Noriega said that he
was looking after the interests of the federal
agents, who he said were working undercover.
However, the agents were working out in
the public, in clear sight of anyone who wanted
to see them. They were also wearing ATF caps.
identifying them as employees of the bureau of
Alcohol. Tobacco & Firearms.
The photographer had also agreed to cooperate with the investigators, saying he would
shoot his photos around the agents.
Now the university police are going on
fishing expeditions with the other news organizations on campus. such as Update News, in a
farfetched attempt to gather evidence for their
investigation.
The news organizations on this campus
have shown a willingness to cooperate with the
campus police - now the police should afford
the media the same courtesy.

Letters to the Editor

Our world is not perfect
Editor,
I am writing in regards to a letter regarding the
hypocrisy of pm-choice. anti -capital punishment advocates.
I am one of those people who believe in a woman’s right to choose and I am also strongly opposed to
capital punishment.
I agree that abortion as an alternative is not the
perfect solution, but I also believe that a woman in the
position of becoming pregnant should make the decision. not me or anyone else can make such a sensitive
decision for her.
My position on the death penalty is two-fold.
First, we do not have a perfect justice system and innocent people are found guilty. Until we can change
this we should not execute anyone. Second, it costs
more money to execute someone than it does to imprison someone for life, and it is more humane.
Yes. I may be a hypocrite for believing what I
do. hut if Robert Harris’ mother had had the option of
abortion then perhaps he would have been spared a
life of torture and abuse.
When the pro-life people can prove to me that
they are protecting the children already born. then I
might reconsider my views.
Tammy Ashford
Junior
Social Work

Editor,
It was just about this lime two years ago when
SJSU decided to cut field hockey. track and field and
%%roiling front its athletic program. It was not orth
done unfairly and with no regard to the stuent-athlete5
invoked. but its justification was and still is question.
able.
Gail Fullerton and Randy Hoffman say flies
needed the coaches salaries to upgrade th existing pm
grants with a strength coach, a drug and nutrition
counselor and the Student Athlete Support Set-% lees.
which is supposed to help the athletes with sehool and
eventually graduating.
If you want to see one indicator of how well this
program works, take a look at the third floor of the Ii.
brary on a "study night." and you will sec what look,
like what goes on in front of the Student Union. Fur
lerton and Hoffman say that the programs that were
cut were not self-sufficient and did not make mono
for the school. But he forgot to mention that we has -c
had Olympic players come out of the field hockcs
team and that we were ranked 14th in the nation at thre
time of being cut from the school.
Are Fullerton and Hoffman out to just make
money or provide quality and respectful athletic pro.
grants for their students? And now, after only two
years, they want to bring a woman’s soccer team to.
SJSU? Why don’t you push the knife a little deeper
into our backs?
For one thing. the money to start such a team
could he better spent on the spors that already here,
which are far from being ideal athletic programs
Where do they plan on getting this money. besides
Associated Students, when the alumni are pullinii
their money out of foundations with the Min.,. Claude Gilbert? And if they do not feel such
need to start a new team, why not support the water
itolo team or lacrosse, which have been successful
without our athletic programs help and are established
on this campus.
How can they justify cutting three quality pro.
grams because of lack of money only two years
and now start a whole new program from so ,
when there hasn’t been a great influx of funds how
anywhere and certainly no excess of money to be
spent on a new team.
Somehow I just feel that Fullerton and Hoffman
are being unfair to all those who were on teams that
a passport yet. He hadn’t. I asked were cut if they bring women’s soccer to this campus
My triend Reed has been telling
if he had called to compare plane Where is your loyalty to the teams that once brought
me since last year that after he REPORTERS’ FORUM
fares yet. He hadn’t. I asked him if pride to this school? By doing this, it’s like getting d
’’wins big," he will buy a plane
he talked to his friend who spent slap in the face.
ticket and join me in Europe this
Cynthia Horning
lust summer in Europe. He hadn’t.
slIMITICr.
Junior
Later. I talked to his housemate.
Since he began gambling over a
Sociology
He said that Reed had started gamyear ago. he has gotten kicked out
bling again. Apparently the college
of college. has sold drugs to supbasketball tournament, "March
port his habit, has won some bets
Madness," was too much for him
Other Views
and has lost a whole lot more.
to resist. Although I shouldn’t
"What keeps me doing it is that
BY NICK FISH I R
have been surprised, I was.
I know that I can win just as easily
Grand Forks (N.D.) Herald
I really thought he could quit.
:is I lose.’’ he says.
on the legacy of the Vietnam War
I remember when Reed and I
Now. Reed has his own personal
The (Vietnam) war put a tarnish on our national
first went to Tahoe about two years
bookie a cab driver named
ago. We played the $5 blackjack nobility. American pol icy makers couldn’t convince
Rennurd, whom he met while in
Since he began
tables. Aftet being $60 in the hole. Americans that the war was right.-andihe rest of the
Reno.
world was equally doubtful. The foundation of Amer1 calfe.d it quits.
With Rennard just a phone call gambling over a
Reed was also about $60 be- ican moral leadership was cracked, and it hasn’t been
away, and with the help of Westhind. Instead of quitting. he pulled completely repaired.
ern Union. Reed is able to wager year ago, he has
Then, there were the thousands who first found
out $100 and het it all on one hand.
anywhere front $200 to VI(X) a gotten kicked out of
political power through opposition to the war. The
He won.
day.
He pocketed his winnings, got Civil Rights movement had shown the way, and the
"You’ve got to bet big to win college, has sold
Movement had trained new cadres.
big," he says.
drugs to support his up from the table and walked away Free Speech
But it was the war that energized so many young
with a grin on his face.
In terms of sport. Reed doesn’t
some
Maybe winning that $100 dol- people, that brought them into the streets and later
discriminate. During football sea- habit, has won
lars was the unluckiest thing that into the political process. This politicization would
son, he bets on football. During bets and has lost a
could have happened to him. have happened in any case, but the war made it hapbasketball season, he bets on baswhole lot more.
Maybe that’s when he learned that pen in a particular way, and that way has had a proketball college or pro. He has a
he could always be able to walk found influence on how today’s world works.
sport to bet on all year around.
The years of that war
the longest war in
away smiling.
In February. when it appeared
were years that molded the naBut the fact that he would be American history
certain that I would be going to Euwilling to bet $100 after losing tion. We don’t know yet just how.
rope in the summer, I helped con- dote, we thought.
The war is a part of the nation’s unfinished busiWe talked about running with might mean that he had already
vince Reed to quit. If’ he would
ness
the divisiveness, the bitterness, the doubt, the
quit, then he would be able to save the hulls in Pamplona. exploring learned that lesson.
I don’t know. It doesn’t make grief. These all remain. It is understanding and accepsome money and go to Europe with the pubs in London and dining in
sense. We’d have the time of our tance that still elude us.
Paris.
me.
Perhaps, the longing for them in the nation’s soul
He vowed he would quit.
Instead of spending his time lives in Europe. He doesn’t even
The sports schedules, the news- gambling, he would be planning enjoy gambling anymore. He just is as great as the grief in the nation’s heart and the
doubt in the nation’s mind.
can’t stop.
papers. the magazines were piled our trip.
I do know that I have lost hope
in the back yard and set ablaze. He
A couple of weeks passed. I
Philadelphia Daily News
even bought "Let’s Go to Europe: called him twice, hut he didn’t re- in Reed, and that I will be on that
on Lithuania
1990.’
turn my calls. I finally got a hold plane to Europe by myself this
It would he quite a picture. The Seminole nation
summer.
Reed knew he had a problem. of him.
in full tribal regalia
pleads with Mikhail GorbaI asked him if he had applied for Nick Fisher is(, Daily staff writer.
and Europe was the perfect antichev to pressure President Bush for the return of their
half of Florida, which the white man stole.
Letters to the Editor
The photo op would be spectacular, but Gorbachev would never buy it. Nor would he intervene it
I do not hear the players talking about not play- the people of California tried to secede front the
ing the next football season. I was also surprised at the United States.
Fortunately for all of us, President Bush has
booster who said that she would stop attending SJSU
Editor.
taken the same
inand
This letter is in regards to University Police De- basketball games. I hope Coach Morrison did not read dependence movementsproper position regarding
within the Soviet Union.
partment officer Robert Noriega’s intimidation of that because he would be offended given that he goes
Quietly and firmly. Bush makes it clear that the
Spartan Daily reporters. The First Amendment guar- all out to recruit support for his team. He also had use of military
force to squelch the independence
nothing to do with the firing.
antee of a free press is not to be taken lightly.
I myself am a Coach Gilbert fan but I will con- movements in places like Lithuania. Estonia or Latvia
I believe that unless serious disciplinary action is
would not sit well with Americans.
taken against Mr. Noriega, it is the Spartan Daily’s tinue to attend SJSU sporting events whether or not
But he refuses to repeat the mistakes of 1956.
Coach Gilbert is reinstated and whether or not Hofduty to take legal action against him.
which saw the Eisenhower administration seemingly
If "Congress shall make no law. . .abridging the fman decides to leave. I hope the boosters. as Jason supporting
the
freedom. . .of the press." who does Mr. Noriega be- Walker put it. "grow up" and continue their support helpless when Hungarian revolution only to find itself
the Soviet tanks rolled into Hungary to
of
SJSU
athletics.
lieve he is?
Bob Javinski crush the revolution. Some feel, even today, that the
Ben Weinberg
anticipation
of American intervention helped inspire
Freshman
Junior
and the brutal Soviet overreaction.
Radio/Television that uprising
Journalism
But 1990 is not 1956. Gorbachev has demonstrated in word and deed that he wants to encourage
peaceful and democratic change throughout the So% ict
spheres of influence.
As they prepare for the arms control summit not
The Spartan Daily welcomes letters to the ediEditor,
tor. All letters may be edited for grammar, libel and month, Bush and Gorbachev know it would he insanI think it is nice that the boosters are showing length. The writer’s now, class level, major and ity.to abolish one form of
mass destruction while intheir support for Coach Gilbert, but I believe their Inane phone number (not for publication) must ac- viting another form of
carnage. Their cautious, yet
anger over his firing has gone too far. First, the boost- company all letters. Letters may be delivered to the consistent, approach to the
promotion of peaceful
ers are trying to oust Randy Hoffman. The boosters Spartan Daily newsroom in Walhquist Library change is encouraging, and
deserves the support of
should keep in mind that Hoffman had the academic North 104 or the Student Union information desk.
everyone who wants the process to continue.
interests of the players in mind when he fired Coach
fl
Gilbert.
Los Angeles Daily News
Athletes should not be in college to compete for
on Lech Walesa the politician
tour years and then drop out. The boosters should also
Solidarity Chairman Lech Walesa injected more
remember that it is Hoffman who hired Stan MorriSigned columns are written by members of the excitement into Eastern European politics ... when he
son. The results of the hiring have been nothing but
Spartan Daily staff They express the opinion of the bluntly "confirmed" his interest in becoming presipositive so far.
staff de:11.i of Poland, in remarks attributed to him by the (OfThe boosters are saying that they are going to to- writer and not the viewpoints of the newspaper
ficial Polish news agency PAP. About 24 hours later,
tally withdraw their support of Spartan athletics. Such or department of journalism and mass communica- however. Walesa
executed a remarkable about-face,
statements are probably offensive to the football play- tions.
although he didn’t quite describe it that way.
ers who had nothing to do with the firing.

Gambling addicts have much to lose

Action should be taken
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Boosters’ anger went too far
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Students awarded for achievements
Disabled at SJSU
recognized
III, Lisa B. Cuellar
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abled students and their capabilities, the 13th annual awards ceremony and reception was held to
recognite students and faculty for
academic, campus and community
achievements Tuesday.
Disabled Students Awareness
day was an all-day event that climaxed for all the students who participated when they received
awards for all their hard work and
ins olvement
Donna Ellis, chariman of the
awards committee and coordinator
of outreach and advisement for the
Disabled Student Services Program, explained that "all of our
awards are derived from nominations. so that there’s no favoritism:*
The awards committee sent out
.2.(MX) forms to faculty and students
to nominate. Ellis said.
Dean Batt, dean of student services and keynote speaker for the
event, presented the awards to
Julie Lynn Rogers - Daily staff photographer some 30 recipients.
Batt, just completing his first
Charlie Wedemeyer, former high school football coach, gets his mouth
drained of saliva lwfore speaking on Disabled Awareness Day. Wede- year as dean said he was "very
pleased with the turnout and the
meyer has his nurse. I.inda Peeve house help him.

WASHINGTON (API Little
brother can play Big Brother with a
toy long-range microphone, complains a children’s advocacy group
that says the toy encourages illegal
eavesdropping by children.
But the manufacturer of the
"Spy Tech" Long-Range Microphone says there’s only a "remote
possibility’’ the toy could be used

for eavesdropping.
"We’ve developed a toy line
that is totally nonviolent ... it’s
safe, it’s fun and nonviolent," said
Jim Alley. senior vice president for
marketing at Tyco Industries, Inc.,
the nation’s fifth -largest toymaker.
Peggy Charren, president of Action for Children’s Television, said
Wednesday the group would ask
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SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
. Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The
deadline for entries is 10 a.m. No
phone-in items will be accepted
TODAY
A.S.P,B., Joshua Bowes, environmental
singer, noon, S.U. Ampitheatre, First Annual
Middle Eastern Folk Dance and Music Festival, 7 p.m., Music Concert Hall (Music Building). Call 924-6261.
RADICAL REALITY/CHI ALPHA: Weekly
Bible Study, 7 30 p.m., Duncan Hall Room
135 Call (415) 948-0822.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Taize Candlelight
Prayer, 7:30 p.m. to 830 p.m.. Campus Ministry Chapel, 10th and San Carlos Call 2980204.
SAN JOSE FOLK DANCERS: Beg. Int.
Kolo (Class and requests), drop-ins welcome. 8 p.m. (class). 9 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
(requests), SPX 89, Women’s Gym. Call
293-1302 or 287-6369.
OPERA WORKSHOP: Dress rehearsal. 3
p.m. to 5 p.m.. Music Building Condert Hall
Call 924-4654

JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Emery’..
Meeting, 6.30 p.m., Randy s Apartment Call
725-8269
BLACK GRADUATION ’90: Planning Committee, bring ideas for a theme. 7 p m Al Am Studies Bldg DD Call 924-5886.

TUESDAY
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Prime
Time with Dave Moore, 7:05 p.m., S.U.
Council Chambers. Call 294-4249.
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Ticket selling for
magazine day. all day. WLN Call 253-0589

MONDAY
A.S. INTERCULTURAL STEERING COMMITTEE: Food bazaar. 3,p.m . S.0 Montalvo.
A.S. INTERCULTURAL STEERING COMMITTEE: Officer nominations, 3:30 p.m.
S.U, Montalvo Room.
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Ticket selling for
magazine day. all day. WLN. Call 253-6589.
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Executive board meeting, 1’30 p.m.,
S U Montalvo Rm Call 295-0415

WEDNESDAY
MU ALPHA GAMMMA: Ticket selling for
magazine day, all day WI N Call 253-0589
THURSDAY
1310 STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Recruit mg Drive. 1 30 p m . DH 249
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Magazine day. 830
a.m. to 2 15 p.m., all Call 253-0589 or
395-9062.
OTHER
BLACK MASQUE: Meetings 730 pm

Want to Read Better and Faster?

SATURDAY
SJSU DANCE THEATRE: 3.D dance concert. 8 p m . SPX 219 Call 924-4580
OPERA WORKSHOP: Scenes program.
7 30 p m Music Building Concert Hall Call
q24.4654

Speed Reading
Vocabulary Development
Reading Lab
Reading Skills Class
CBEST Reading
CBEST Writing

SUNDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday Morning
Worship. 10 45 (Lutheran worship): 6 308 00 (Catholic Mass), Campus Chnstian
Center Chapel (10th and San Carlos) Call
298-0204

EDSE 58
EDSE 51
EDSE MA
EDSE 84B
EDSE 84B (sec. 9)
EDSE 61

Look out
below

ia

ily

:If

Two SJSU students were shot

streets.

Li/ Wentmen and a friend were
standing next to Went/ten’s car at
11:55 p.m ss hen two men drove
up in a full -sued Ford pickup
truck. pointed a rifle at them and
deolanded money . Safi Jose police

I I
A Spartan Daily photographei

and reporter handed oser film with

t wet Jost: Monies said

Attention All Majors:

Career Opportunities
m Computer Systems
Bank of America Systems Engineering (BASEi, located in Comord,
is offering an intensive 13 -week program to introduce trainees tii
the world of systems. Upon successful completion of the program,
trainees will be placed in technical positions involving applications development, systems programming, telecommunications
or computer operations. Locations of assignments include Concord, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Candidates with a BA/BS in Computer Science or ANY MAJOR
will be considered. Excellent analytical and interpersonal skills
are ey.ential. A
PA of 3 I is preferred.

Join us at our BASE Job Fair on Saturday,
April 28th from 10:00 am to 1:00 pm at the
address listed below to further discuss your

career opportunities.

Our facility is conveniently located across from the Concord BART
Station. If you are unable to attend, forward your resume to:

BASE Entry Level Training Program, Dept. 3228
1755 Grant Street, Bldg. C, 1st Floor
Concord, CA 94520

April 24. Helen s House. Pot luck dinnerscrapbook. 6 p.m. April 29. Helen’s House:
Change of application deadline by 3 p m .
Box 125, April 23 Call 554-9332

Bank of America Systems Engineering is an equal opportunity
employer.

ART DEPARTMENT GALLERIES: "Charitable Inventions. April 24 -May 10, Mon.Thur.. 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., Tues evenings 6
p.m. to 8 p.m., Art Building, Gallery 1 Call
924-4328 or 924-4327

Bank of AmorIca
4-, fir jisre ( :alifornians’Y
I 9 ,trv
rl

COMPACT DISC

TO FIT YOUR BUDGET
COMPILATIONS FOR YOUR NEXT PARTY!

FEATURES...

FEATURES...

The ChIffons-Sweet Talking
Guy
The MaryelettesBeachwood 4-5789
The Supremes-Baby Love
The Dixie Cups-Chapel Of
Love
Martha & The VandellasJimmy Mack

Anthrax-Caught In The
Mosh
lite Ford-Kiss Me Deadly
Megadeth-In My Darkest
Hour
Jos Salrlanl-Crushing Day
Great White-Save Your
Love

ge
jet

It’s time you gave yourself a GSETM
If you’re sexually active, you should know about the
GSE GSE stands for genital self-examination Its
a ample examination you can give yourself to check
for any signs or symptoms of a sexually transmitted
disease Send for your free GSE Guide today Because when it comes to sexual relationships, there
are some important things to look out for
To receive your free GSE Guide, simply fill out and
return the coupon or call, toll-free, 1-800-2344124.
van, ine American
SO0n1Ored by SurrOugnS AMMONT. CO ,n CONunClOn
or Fanbly Frnytkulne ,Te
Academy or GernYeicrogy I’re American Maclenry
MegrOne and
Arnencen College Or Genera. PrachlIonerf.n. Gare0Darn.o
and me arnencan
Surgery Ine annr-can Ostelooatnc Asadoefion
NINOCIP.on
gel Surnrrugrr, WITrrCnr". Co Air ’V.,’ ’nerved

Kool Moo Deo- Wild Wild
West
Salt-N-Pepa-Get Up
Everybody, Gat Up
Doug E. Fresh-Risin’ To The
Top
2 Live Crew-Doo Wah Diddy
...PLUS MORE

5.99 CD

Name

Addrela

Serve, warm

s. cnor NI years at eqa9

0 Ns

0 No

of

Camper Yen Beethoven-Pictures 01
Matchstick( Mon
Lucinda Williams -I Just Wanted To SOH
You So Bad
Dinosaur Jr. -Just Like Heaven
Winter Hours-Roadside Flowers
Close Lobsters-Lovely Little Swan
Syd Straw -Future 40’s
Nary’s Danish -Can I Have A Smoke Dude
The Meat Puppets -Light
The Lemon Heads-Luka
Selo ends
WIre-In Vivo
April 24, 1990

OPEN PANTO MIDNIGHT 365 DAYS A TIAN

MUIR RECORDSIVIDED
SAN FelNCISCO

&ale
IOP
C
CE ncinon

a

’AMI11111111111111111111

9.99CD
4.99 CASS

r

-For your free GSE Guide I loui this coupon
and mad to GSE. PO Box 4088
I Woburn, MA 01888.4088

wrvon

FEATURES...
Public Enemy-Don’t Believe
The Hype

...PLUS MORE
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and one was robbed Tuesday night
at the corner of Eighth and William

Wednesday by the (1111) investigations unit following a call from
SJSU President Gail Fullenon’s
office. according to Richard A.
Staley, Public Information Officer
tor the UPD.

eludes the microphone. an undo
cover vest, binoculars, an intruder
alert, periscope, fingerprint kit,
walkie talkies and a hidden camera. The toys, each sold separately, are designed for children
years and older.
"Part of it is just a pretend spy
kit," said Charren, explaining the
group doesn’t object to the line

THE EDGE
OF ROCK

a-

1

recently constructed Seventh Street
plaia causing little damage but
prompting an investigation involv ing the University Police Department and the Bureau of Alcohol.
Tobacco and Firearms
The split and flattened pipe c) tinder and cap were collected

.

ire

C,

Both photographer Kelley Chinn
and reporter Kevin Weil said UPD
officer Robert Noriega threatened
them with arrest and tad it all it
the film was not handed 0 xi

Chubby Checkers Dance Party More 604 Jukebox Favorites
Sweet & ScLii1u1 60’s Jazz Classics Ultimate 50’s Party Rap Beginnings Vol. 1

to

re

pictures of the pipe bomb csplia

MAI

OTHER PARTY COMPILATIONS

he

xt
nn’et
uI
of

11141.411% 411 C

A pipe bomb exploded at approximately 2 a.m. Tuesday in the

...PLUS MORE
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ce
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Then Enroll Now for Power Reading.
Experienced Instructors
Small Classes
’Individualized Programs
Latest Technology
Use CAR for Easy Registration!
Check page 67 in the Fall Schedule of Classes
for Times, Codes, and Section Numbers.

3

on campus every day. Yesterthids
*tits of the federal
provides readers with is recap uf Bureau of Alcohol, Tobact ii and
Firearms on Wednesday
the priw. s usgs’ S top shries.

SpartaGuide

Or

nal
ice
the

the Federal Communications Commission to investigate the toy.
"We want them to investigate
the legality of selling a listening
device to children," said Charren.
ACT said it also would ask the
Federal Trade Commission to review print and broadcast advertisements for the microphone.
Tyco’s "Spy-Tech" toy line in -

L

.
BrI-1111W

Group says spy toy makes kids eavesdroppers

its
gy

honest cncern for our disabled students in the program
Impressed with the program
when he arrived. Batt said. "I’m
even MOM impressed with its
strength and its impact "
Marty Schuher. director of Disabled Student Sets ices program
commended his staff,
am very
lucky to haw an excellent staff.
We: have a very dedicated staff,"
he said.
"Recognition for accomplishment is important tor anyone,"
Ellis said.
"Our students are making significant accomplishments in difficult majors and are able to compete
both academically and professionally:* Ellis said.
Receiving the outstanding disabled student recognition award
was Luis Duarte and John Robinson. Both also received $350
scholarships.
Duarte is the president of Disabled Students Association and
student majoring in Radio. TV and
Film and Robinson is the vicepresident of the association and a
journalism major.
The S300 Outstanding Visually
Impaired Student award went to
Kimberly Sampson, a Nutrition
and Food Sciences major who was
nominated for her high academic
achievement, a 3.55 GPA.
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Women’s golf team shows pride
Its stark Smith
Daily stall Argot

The SJSt witmen’s gull team
geared up tot posvseason play
dh a third place finish against 114
teams in the Lady Sun [foil Invitational last week at Arizona State
l’mversity
Currently ranked third in the nation, the Spartims shot a final
round 2143. setting a record for the
lowest round in women’s collegiate history at Karsten Golf
Course in Arizona The course itself has a difficulty rating of 75.5,
three strokes above its par 72.
which is quite troublesome.
according to Spanan coach Mark
Gale. This makes the record even
more incredible on such a difficult
course .

The Spartans were led by freshman Tracy Hanson. who finished

Hilton Head. South Carolina
fourth and shot a final round 69.
Senior Dina Ammaccapane. fin- a ill host this year’s National Tourished sixth overall by also shooting nament starting on May 23. This
tournament has four rounds instead
a final round 69.
"This is the hest team I’ve had of the usual three
With the four-round formai "the
in my 13 years of coaching." said
Gale. "This latest victory should cream comes to the top," said
Gale. SJSI ’ is pumped up for the
move us up in the rankings
The conference finals are being Nationals.’ she added.
What makes this year’s team
hosted hy SJSIL at Almaden Valley
Country Club Monday and Tues- (isle’s hest is the number of playday. The Rig West Conference for er..
%omen’s golf consists lit only four
The fifth player, which is Eva
teams: SAL:. University of HaDahlhack for the Spartans, is very
waii. San Diego State Unisersity
and Cal State Long Beach, The important, according to Gale. She
Spartans are expected to win be- has to shoot around 78 consistantly
cause the other three teams are not to he effective. The last two rounds
in Arizona. Dahlhack shot 78 and
ranked as high. according to Gale.
The next stop for the women’s currently has a 79.5 average.
team is the California Collegiate
The top two players. Pat Hurst
Tournament on May 7 and 8 in San and Ammaccapane, are counted on
fiego
to shoot in the low numbers, while

By Brian Wright

EARN $6-8000 THIS SUMMER!

the rest of the team has to remain
steady.

Earn big money this summer as a sales
representative working in the home
improvement industry.
No experience needed. We will provide
a full training seminar.
Hours are flexible and commissions
are high, allowing you to work this
summer so you can play during school.

Arizona State, currently ranked
first in the country and winner of
the Lady Sun Devil Classic this
year, will he the Spartans’ main
competition at Hilton head
Gale takes great pride that the
team as a whole has the highest cumulative grade point average of
any team at SJSU. Five of the six
team members have GPAs id 3.0
or higher. Tracy Hanson leads the
team with a 3.7 GPA.
With the pride of being successful on the course and in the classroom. Gale has a long tradition of
recruiting good talent. The Lady’s
Professional Golf Association has
two successful SJSU alumnae in
Patty Sheehan and Julie Inkster.

SJSU golfer wins
first tournament

What a racket!

W01{1: HARD, PLAY HARD

For more information, call Allyson at

1,

248-3233
Five Star Ltd.,
3221 Stevens Creek BvId
San Jose
95117

MEWED 11

ii

Yours Will Be

FREE!
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Daily staff writer

SJSU senior Mike Foster won
his first collegiate golf tournament
at the recent Western International
Golf Tournament in Santa Cruz
during spring break.
Within one stroke, he prevented
a three-way tic with two players consistent three-round showing. At
from the University of Oregon and least one round from a tournament
New Mexico State. His total stroke will not be "up to standards,"
count for the three-day event was Schwendinger said.
The win "is the next step in
216.
Head Golf Coach Dick Schwen- qualifying for the conference tourdinger said Foster had his worst nament." he said. The conference
score the first round, but came tournament will be held at New
hack the next round with his best Mexico State.
The Western Intercollegiate
showing.
The second day he finished Golf Tournament was held at the
eighth with five others. Foster’s Pasatiempo Golf Course in Santa
confidence from this win, he said, Cruz. April 9 through II. Trent
has put hint on an "upbeat note" Walker. a Spartan golf team standout, was not at the tournament.
tor the next tournament.
Schwendinger said that with
fie said Foster, as well as the entire SJSU men’s golf team, is Walker in the upcoming tournament at Stanford, SJSU will be a
"playing better at the right time."
The team finished tied for fifth "changeller to win." The tournais Oh UCLA. behind first-place ment, held today and Sunday is the
I ..sno State. The University of last tournament the team will parwegon, University of Nevada at ticipate in this year, before qualify1.as Vegas. and Brigham Young ing for the conference and regional
llniversity rounded out the remain- tournaments.
ing top four teams, respectively.
A problem that has plagued tlic
Spartans this year has been a good.

SPORTS

Dorger Daily

staff photographer

him Cadigal was defeated by Santa Clara University’s Ava
Nlaria Reed 6-1, 6-3 in her singles match during the team’s 8-1 loss
to then
os on Tuesday . Cadigal and her doubles partner Ifiiwn
Bailey lost their doubles match also. ’They were defeated 7-6, 7-5,
5,151 ’s

Green is lacking confidence this year
GREENSBORO, N.C. ;AP;
Ken Green swaggered to the
Greater Greensboro Open title last
year. Ile’s s irtually tiptoeing into
his championship defense.
Green took a two-shot victory in
last year’s tournament on the way
to a fine season. Although he’s
won more than $100J100 this season. Green is not the picture of
iii idence that he was last April.
"I’m kind of cautious. I just
don’t know what to expect,"
Green said before today’s first
round of the $1.25 million tournament. "I don’t want a letdown. I
want to defend with dignity, so to
speak.
It has not been a year to brag
ahout for Green. He has won more
than $126,000 in 10 events, including three top-10 finishes. Rut
he has also missed two cuts and
tied for 58th in last %seek’s Heritage Classic. Hoping, to avoid another poor outing. Green has teacher Peter Kostis at his side in
tireenshoro

’I don’t want a let
down. I want to
defend with
dignity, so to
speak.’
Ken Green,
Greensboro Open champion
’I’d like to believe that I’m
going to go out there and grind
hard, because its important to me
to try and defend your title as well
as you can.’ ’ he said.
Not all of the PGA Toar’s top
’oilers are in the field at the Forest
Oaks Country Club. But leading
money winner Mark Calcavecchia.
third-place Paul Azinger and
fourth-place Fred Couples are
here.
Also in the chase for the $225.
000 top prize is Payne Stewart,
eighth on the money list after last
weekend’s playoff victory in the
Heritage.
"Payne is playing well, hut its
tough to conic hack after a win."
Green said. "It’s a plus side that
he’s playing well, hut it’s a minus
side to come hack after a win."
Though it may he hard to win,

Stewart teels better about his
chances. He spent Tuesday’s practice with Dr. Richard Coop, a
sports psychologist at the University of North Carolina. He j9ked to
reporters that he didn’t want to lie
on a couch, and he didn’t have to
in order to improve his golf.

"He helped me on developing a
good pre-shot routine where I’d do
it all the time, whether it’s Thursday on the first tee or Sunday in
the last tee," Stewart said. "I
to do the same thing all the time.
which helps you eliminate some of
the pressure situations."

Psst... Do you enjoy Vietnamese foods! Then
bring yourself to the Pho Hoa Restaurant
where you will be served with a fortifying bowl
of Vietnamese beef noodle soup called "Pho".
The soup will be boiling, delicately seasoned
with Oriental herbs and garnished with a
generous tangle of noodles, bean sprouts,
fresh coriander, and peppermint,,... It’s delicious!
And it will be quick too. In fact, Pho is intended
for the exhausted students, like yourselves who
do not have much time, yet need a hearty lunch
to last until late dinner.
Pho also fits a student budget: $3.55 to $4.25
for a complete lunch. It is no wonder the
Mercury News calls Pho Hoa the best bargain
in town.
Right now, you can enjoy our special discount
For every two bowls your friends order:

Yours will be free!
515 S. 10th Street

Downtown San Jose
Phdlida"
am. Corner of 10th and William
(408) 279-3060
Offer expires 4130190

cgs

SJSU
GREEK WEEK

APRIL 23rd-27th
FRIDAY APRIL 27th

THE CHURCH

GOLD AFTERNOON FIX

MONDAY APRIL 23rd
Banner Contest
Display at 10:00am
Cactus Club
Greek Week Kick Off
With Frank Joseph
Time 10:00pm

THE CHURCH
GOLD AFTERNOON FIX

METROPOLIS
sy011 RE SOIL SPALITIEw
MUM&

11.99

CD

FROM THE OPINING
NOTES OF "PHAROAH"
THROUGH THE CLOSING
NOTE OF "GRIND"
THE CHURCH HAS
NEVER BEEN
SO FOCUSED,
SO INTENSE, OR
SO TOGETHER.

6.99

THE CHURCH
001 OFIS

VIDEO

14.05
REG. 16.95

SALE ENDS APRII, 24, 1990

OPEN TAM TO MIDNIGHT 365 DAYS A TIME

BUIS RECORDS 1111BE11
SAN MANG ISCO
c B C.rilel7:

THURSDAY APRIL 26th
Talent Show and Awards
Time 7:00pm at the
Amphitheater

CASS

"GOLDFISH, JOKES
MAGIC & SOUVENIRS"

C MAP. L I

MOUNTAIN VINO/

NMI MAY10

00110010

,-

Olympics
Time 12:00pm at the
Pool
Inner Tube Race
Belly Flop Contest
Tug-Of-War
Pyramid
lzzy Dizzy
Tricycle/
Obstacle Course
Awards Party
Time 8:00pm

TUESDAY APRIL 24th
All Greek Comedy
Night at the
Last Laugh
Time 6:30pm

WEDNESDAY APRIL 25th
Inner Tube Display
10:00am at the Student Union
Booth Day/Carnival
10:00am at the Student Unio
Bowling Night
Time 8:00pm at the
Bowling Alley

s--.....

;
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Shaping up the Event Center

Event Center main arena
will not get a new name
It Denise Reynolds
Daily Staff writer

The proposed name for the
Event Center’s main arena went
down in flames Tuesday after a
survey revealed that the "Washington Square" idea wouldn’t fly.
Up for consideration by the Student Union Board of Directors
were several variations on "Washington Square," such as Washington Square Arena, Washington
Square Garden or Washington
Square Pavilion.
However, test marketing by
SUBOD of the users of the Event
Center concluded that there is no
public recognition of Washington
Square and that the name would be
too long.
Those surveyed included students, campus personnel and the
University Police Department, as
well as the media.
Richard A. Staley. Public Information Officer for the University
Police Department said of the proposed name. "To change the name
would be confusing and would require extensive public education to
get the public to associate Washington Square with SJSU."
Students were asked to fill out a
questionnaire upon entering the
Event Center to determine their
preference.

’The Event Center
at San Jose State
University lacks
Pizzazz. I just
have to say that.’
B.D. Cash.
board member

Of the 354 students who participated in the survey only 17 percent
favored
Washington
Square
Arena. The majority of those surveyed. 62 percent. did not like any
of the choices presented.
A.S. President Scott Santandrea, who proposed the "Washington Square" concept, countered
the objections. "The idea is to get
rid of ’The Event Center at San
Jose State University’. Once the
name is associated with a first class
program, it will begin to take on
recognititon itself."
However, SUBOD did not agree
with Santandrea. After the results

Volleyball team can
play in Event Center
By Denise Reynolds
Daily staff writer
The Student Union Board of Directors voted Tuesday to approve a
contract for the women’s volleyball team to play at the Event Center in the fall.
Negotiated by Athletic Director
Randy Hoffman and Student
Union Director Ron Barrett, the
contract allows for the women’s
volleyball team to play home
games at a rate of $800 per game.
or a percentage of the attendance.
if it is greater.
This rate established for the volleyball team is $200 less than the
standard Event Center rental rate
of $1,000 for campus departments
The lower rental rate means that
the volleyball team could be
humped out of the Event Center it
a major revenue producing event
was scheduled at the same time as
a game. Bumping the team out ot
the arena could only happen twice.
and the team would be notified two
weeks prior to the event.
"The $8(X) fee is a compromise.
Obviously Ron (Barrett) wanted
more and I wanted less." Hoffman
said at the SUBOD meeting.
A full slate, 14 home games.
will be schedulectfor the fall. Limited practices will also be scheduled before home games so the
team will get used to the facilities.
"The arena is so big, we don’t
want the team to chase balls during
practices," Hoffman said.
The Women’s basketball team
will now he able to get the same
rate as women’s volleyball. All
other contracts at the Event Center
would remain unchanged.
Last year’s SUBOD was very.
cautious about how many teams
played in the Event Center.
according to Barrett. Therefore.
the volleyball team was unable to
play in the arena.
Women’s volleyball coach Dick
Montgomery. believes it is a big
plus for the team to play in the
Event Center. "Playing there
would add class to the program.’*
he said.
Montgomery is very optomistic
about the women’s volleyball team

producing revenue for the Event
Center. At the biggest event last
year, more than 12(X) people were
in attendance. According to Montgomery, the team has the possibility of doubling its attendance.
Barrett agreed by saying,
women’s volleyball draws better
than women’s basketball, and they
increased their attendance by playing in the arena."

at the survey. SUBOD decided
that it was not a good idea to name
the arena.
"We should just leave it
alone." said board member Iliad
Rodriguez. "We’re just banging
our heads on a table to come up
with a name."
"A nickname for the Event Center will develop, a name given by
popular demand," suggested Rodriguez.
However, board member B.D.
Cash concluded the discussion by
saying. "The Event Center at San
Jose State University lacks pizzazz. I just have to say that."

Census Bureau
needs money
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CHINESE CUISINE - - FOOD 1’0 GO
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuieine
Box Lunches To Go
Open Daily
11:30ern-9:00pm

294-3303 or 998-9427
Street.

Come Join the Movies
Positions Available:
Maintenance
Cashier
Concession
Some Supervisory
Positions

Summer Openings:
Days and Evenings
Free Movies
Flexible Shifts
Frequent Wage 14,views
. Wit Train

CENTURY BERRYESSA
926-0367
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PAY CLAUDE
Why did A D Holtman site a
NCAA violation that was addressed
over 13 months ago and was settled
without as much ass wrist slapping
Coach Gilbert was not even given a
wrist slapping for the supposed recruitment and working out of the
young man from Buckneii
University Rather, Randy Hoffman
put a letter of reprimand in the file of
then assistant coach Dan Henson
PAY CLAUDE
We do not believe the AD or
President pay any attention to the
Consensus of opinion of Spartan
Foundation Members In fact,
Assistant of the President Dan Buerger. when advised recently that a
petition was going to be started on
campus for Fens for Claude. stated,
your time’? She doesn’t
’why
pay any attention to petitions: Oh
really-, Maybe a properly
documented petition to the Chancellor’s Office would get ner
attention
PAY CLAUDE

waste

THIS AD PAID FOR St FANS FOR CLAUDE (A PARTIAL LIST SELOVVo
Red Johnson
Richard and Jeanette Browne
Joseph FairaizI
Burton and Dorothy Smith
Paul and Bonnie Castoro
FE Batinich
Marion and Katheryn Carter
Albert and Jerilyn Richie
Philip and JOseohine Brazil
Mary E Mark
Hay and Francine Bunnell
LeRoy and Pal Packard
Nancy Tuthill
Pam and Bill MICOil
Robert and Gloria Padilla
Luke and Jeanne Argil,’
William and Joan Boothe
Rudolph Del Rio
John Tuthill
Robert and Barbara Cheim
Doug Cannon
Herman Zetterguisl
James Whellehan
Muriel Andrews
Peter Crisham, Jr
Norm and Betty 0%smann

_ __

__

NAME

ADORESS
CiTV

IMAM

VP

Recently, the Mercury News ran a
series of articles on the 30 most
influential leaders in the community
Did you notice that not one soul Iron,
mentioned, This in spite
of having MOOD students and over
2,000 on Its staff. Incredible!! The
present administration of the
University and the administration of
the ahtletic department has ri0 status
or presence on the San Jose
Community Now you can understand all the negative press the
University constantly receives. We
can only conclude that as acting
head of the University, President
Fullerton should take credit for this
deplorable condition.
We highly recommend Fullerton
takes her early retirement so that the
University can properly retrieve their
rightful place in the community

SJSU was

PAY CLAUDE
We agree wholeheartedly with the
University’s desire to raise the
graduation rate cf its ahtletes as well
as the school as a whole. This, in our
opinion. is a responsiblity of the
school administration and should be
irriglemented...but don’t throw the
blisme on the football coach, whose
main concern should be to teach
football
PAY CLAUDE
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Name

_

REPORT CARD
Randy Hoffman
SUBJECT

OftOrf I

GRADE

Address
FOOTBALL
ATTENDANCE

SIGN*TQRE
_
NAN TN.. tnet

City

Voted Best Bookstore
in the Bay Area
Mon.-Thur. 10 a.m.-9p.m.
Fri.& Sat. 10 a.m.- 10p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m. - 8 p.m.

’The $800 fee is a
compromise.’
Randy Hoffman.
athletics director

Recycle
Book Store
138 E. Santa Clara (Near 4th)
286-6275
Bring in this coupon for 10% off.

F

COMMENTS
Largest
Marketing Staff,
Lowest
Attendance

Zip

State

FUNDRAISING

Cash For Your Books

YY

Robbie Sarsany
Stan Gazay
John Hopkirk
Kathy Boch
Johnny and Rose Musser
Dan and Claudette RIvera
Howard and Laura Blethen
John Fielder
Terrence Holzerner
Randy Cardin
John and Nora Dort
Frank and Helen McNotty

Janice Walden
Eugene and Elizabeth Jung
Herbert Hudson
Gordy and Carol Stroud
Don and Dawn Johnson
John and Helen Sarkisian
Terrence Piotraschke
Lester Peregoy
W H and Frances Sprecher
Marvin Shreck
Betty Tuthill
Thomas Brader
Gloria Westhol

__

I We, the undersigned, wish to express our
displeasure with the firing of Coach
Claude Gilbert

IOC SECURITY

4116.1

down and attendance at football has
gone down each year since his
arrival. Please Randy, put this in your
resume.
We highly recommend Hoffman
takes his act elsewhere before he
destroys any semblance of a

Randy Hoffman, 1989

FL 13022

GUARANTEED ISSUE
OR MONEY SACS
APPIOVIM alwanntny
0,,
1,4
net MS C.,11 ,01181,
v,.,c,
,ap11
,10

MAKE FULL RESTITUTION THRU DECEMBER 31, 1994
Coach Gilbert is a highly respected
alumni of SJSU and his roots are dein:,
with the school He really cares about
SJSU Conversely, A D Hoffman has
no roots here is not true he has his
resume Out all over the country/)
Incidentally, he should clean up his
resume. For instance, he implies that
1987 NCAA Womens Golf Champion
ship was won under his guidance
Wrong...it was won under then
Womens Athletic Director Mary Zernmerman and should be under her
credits. The departments were not
integrated until several months after
the title was won.
He also implies that he coordinated the efforts to get SJSU named
as host school for the 1991 NCAA
Mons Golf Championship to be held
at Poppy Hills. Wrong Poppy Hills
did all the planning, groundwork and
making the presentation to the
NCAA. Hollman’s only contribulion was to give the Poppy Hills Staff
permission to use SJSU name in
making the presentation bid to the
NCAA. This happening only after six
weeks of negative reactions from
Hoffman. Poppy Hills did everything.
Hoffman also takes credit for
setting up a five-year plan for
marketing and fund raising After
three years of his direction (and in
spite of having the largest paid staff
in school history) the plan has failed
miserably. Fund raising has gone

"...Claude Gilbert is a man of established integrity...

CENTURY 22
244-8131

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard STUDENT SERVICES
Credit Cards?
P0 BOX 224026 HOLLYWOOD.

Swallow Your Pride...Apologize
to Claude Gilbert!!

EXERPTS FROM COACH GILBERT’S EVALUATIONS BY RANDY HOFFMAN
1987...1 am extremely pleased that Coach Gilbert has renewed his agreement with the University
for four additional years and know the institution will benefit by his direction of the football
program.
Randall Hoffman, 3/23/88
1988...As a final comment, I want to reaffirm my belief that Coach Gilbert and his assistants make
up an excellent coaching staff and one that will serve the institution well in the coming years.
Randall Hoffman, 12/12/88
1989...lt is with great pleasure that we offer you re-appointment as head football coach at
SJSU...we want to congratulate you for your outstanding efforts in providing excellence to spartan
football. We look forward to a successful future with the football program under your guidance.
Confidential letter signed by Randy and Gail, 6/20/89
Ou e st Ion... Why did you, Mr. Hoffman, on January 4, 1990, and you, Mrs. Fullerton, on January 8,
1990, give Coach Gilbert a letter of re -appointment and then just two months later discover
he was such a bad guy? Was there a conspiracy on your pan? Makes one wonder doesn’t it?

Lunen and Dinner

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara - - Between 3rd and 4th

RANDY & GAIL ...ADMIT IT
YOU MADE A MISTAKE!!

d

WASHINGTON (AP) The
Census Bureau continues to urge
Americans to answer the national
head count, as it prepares to ask
Congress for more money to count
those who haven’t responded.
As of Wednesday, 62 percent of
the households that had received
forms had mailed them back, well
below the 70 percent level officials
hoped fin.
That difference could mean $80
million in extra costs for the 1990
national head count.

VVttelU’S

LOSS OF
FIELD
HOUSE
Funding

F

1311,000.00
...Dna 62% of
oat

F

000 Members
NOT Renewing

Did you attend SJSU? No

Yes

FOUNDATION
MEMBERSHIP

When

Send your letters and copies to/or call
President Gail Fullerton (924-1177) or
Randy Hoffman (924-1200)
San Jose State University
One Washington Square,
San Jose, Ca, 95192
Send copies to: John Rawlins,
Sports Editor,
San Jose Mercury News 1
San Jose, California 95190

Axed Track,
Cross Country,
Field Hockey
and Wrestling

SPORT
Cancellations

HEAD
FOOTBALL
COACH

F

FIRED
CLAUDE
GILBERT

Please sign arid send to Gad Ftillerton.
Signature:

FANS FOR CLAUDE...Phone 14081 268-5597
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Chinese officials won’t tolerate messages Rebel cease-fire talks
BEIJING (AP)
China said
Ibursdav it *cannot tolerate:
support for a radio ship that plans
to transmit pro-democracy messages into the country, and did
not rule out the use of force to
sup the broadcasts
1 he activ tics Of this ship are
aimed at subverting the people’s
voyernment and arc against the
ii ’iii of international relations.**
Foreign finistrs spokeswoman
I I Ii iiliti.i had a !W V.% conference

therefore we cannot tolerate
he support of that ship "
File
I .2(X)-1011 ’Goddess of
left France on
Democracy
March 17 for international waters
off the Chinese coast, where it
plans to broadcast music, news
and pro-democracs reports to the
mainland.
The converted trawler’s mission is sponsored by a coalition of
groups headed by the French
magazine Actuel .ind with the co-

operation of the Federation tor a
Democratic China, a Pans -based
Chinese dissident orgamiation
China has formally protested to
the French government about the
hoat, and sponsors have charged
that the ship has been under
"constant sun eillance and intimidation by the Chinese authorities" since it left port.
Actuel on Monday said its editorial offices in Pal is were broken
Imo o% the vicekend with docu-

limits and computer disks related
to the ship stolen A reporter tot
the maga/ine said the disks were
returned on Wednesday in a non stamped envelope carried to the
magatine’s offices hs a postman
The "Goddess of Democracy’.
is named after the statue erected
by pro-democracy students in
Tiananmen Square last spring he fore Chinese troops crushed the
movement for a freer China, kill
ing hundreds of people.

German reunification could be soon
FAST BERLIN (API
Prime
Minister Lothar de Maiiiere told
Fast Germany ’s new Parliament
today that the two German states
could forge a plan to create a single
nation in eight s. ks.
In his lust full address to the
hotly the Fast Germany leader
also said the remaining sections of
the Berlin Wall will he torn down
ut symboli/e the end of 40 years of
iippression.
-The wall and East Germans *,
other border controls were opened
in November during the pro-denrocracy revolution that toppled
hard-line Communist rulers.
:1k Mai/iere also sought to ease
objections to quick unification by
the So% lets, who oppose having a
united Germany belong to NATO
aGme.
""We ask the citizens of the So-

AROUND THE

WORLD
viet Union not to view as a threat we will lay the foundations for the
the support by the people and polit- economic. monetary and social
ical leaders of the Dl R (Last Ger- union so that this union can enter
many) for a united Germany." he into force before the summer
told the country’s first freely break." he said.
But he also reiterated that East
elected legislature.
He said a final plan for unifica- Germany wants a 1-1 exchange
tion could be in place before Par- rate for East German marks to
West Gemian marks. The Wa
liament breaks for the summer.
"In the nest eight to 10 weeks (rrman central hank has prop,

Alcohol
consumption
!ncreases
Japanese
) iAP)
itrank a record amount of alcohol
last year. with each adult con
smiling an average of IX gallons of
ffeer and four gallons of sake, a
government report said Wednesday.
The National Tax Administration Agency said a total of 2.3 hit
hon gallons of alcoholic beverages
were consumed in 1989, up 3.7
*Nem from the previous year.
: It said win consumption totaled
it record 34.3 million gallons, up
21.7 percent from the previous
year. Imported wine accounted for
bout half of the total consumpit said.

non til American States said late
Wednesday that the talks were
sery delicate and on the edge of
breaking down. The observer
spoke on condition of anonymity.
and gate no further details.
Chief Contra negotiator Oscar
So% albarro said earlier that the rebels want to "avoid the continued
shedding of blood." hut expressed
distrust for the Sandinistas main
objective to see the rebels disarmed before inauguration day.

MANAGUA. Nicaragua I Al’i
Ceime-tire talks involving the
Contra rebels, the Sandinista government and the incoming administration are on the serge of
breakdown, according to a source
close to the negotiations.
The panics were optimistically
described as being near agreement
on Tuesday. hut on Wednesday became bogged down in disputes.
The talks dragged on nine hours
with no success reported.
Suspicion remains high after
nine years of civil war.
The Contras said Wednesday
they were willing to negotiate an
immedaite cease-fire. But they
said they would not disarm until
the Sandinista-controlled army is
under the control of Violeta Barrios de Chamorro’s civilian government, which takes over from
President Daniel Ortega next
Wednesday.
The Sandinistas have warned
that a failure by the Contras to disarm could endanger a peaceful
transfer of power.
An observer from the Organirn-

lie said there were 15,(X10 rebels
in the Nicaraguan countryside:
most estimates put the number at
9,000. The fighters recently began
infiltrating back into Nicaragua
from border camps in Honduras,
their base in waging war against
the Sandinistas with U.S. support.

BAR & GRILL
A Comedy & Dance
Ckib
MONDAYS

WANTED
75 PEOPLE
LOSE UP TO 29 LB.
IN -FIE NEXT 30 DAYS

Canadian
fighters
grounded
NONNI. West Germany (API
Canadian military authorities today
grounded F-18 training flights until
msesfigators learn why two fighter
lets collided in an accident that reten ed German demands for an end
to such NATO exercises.
.tuesday’s crash left one U.
nadian pilot dead and another
iured. and showered parts
Karlsruhe with flaming debt!
crushing several ears and dam:a
ing buildings in the southwestein
-It of 285,000 people. Westkieritian invdia said II k% :IN a miracle no
, us thins were killed.
The collision ol the two Canadian fighters reminded Germans
of the 1988 military jet disasters at
the Ramstein U.S. Air Force base
and in the central West German
%ats of Remscheid. Both accidents
killed German civilians as well as
NATO pilots.
The accident rekindled debate
er the divots of military training
tlights that L.rks-cross West German skies each day. West Germans has e s.i id they would like to
see the missions sharply curtailed
as Fast -West relations improve.
Ilans-Jochen Vogel, head of the
opposition Social
Democrats,
today demanded an immediate end
to the NATO practice flights over
densely populated areas.
Friedel Laepple. interior mm for Saarland state and a Social
Democrat, demanded a stop to all
military training flights over West
German
The \k, est German government
was also concerned and used some
of the inost pointed language to
date after a military crash.
-I he Defense Ministry in Bonn
..nd II Ihis ’-urgentI asked the Canadian air force to quickly and
unprehensi% els clear up the
causes of the accident.’’
A spokeswoman for the (’anadian Forces in Lahr, Baerbel
Newman. said both flight recorders had been found, but the cause
of the collision was not known.

a 2-1 rate for most exchanges.
The two governments will enter
intense negotiations in coming
weeks on the method and means of
unification. Talks with the superpowers on the strategic future of a
united Germany also will take
place.
De Maiziere said the East German government’s primary task
will he "to lay the necessary legal
framework for the economic. Monetary and social union.

starting to collapse

THE

BIG UNE

Open Mike Comedy
& Talent night
TUESDAYS
2 FOR 1 Well Drinks

IS COMING!

WEDNESDAYS
Ladies Night - All
Drinks $2

’DOCTOR RECOMMENDED
100 % NATURAL/NO DRUGS
100 % GUARANTEED

EARN $$$ ’s
WHILE LOSING
CALL NOW

APRIL 23, 1990

THURSDAY
Big Men
on Campus

ONE DAY ONLY!

FRIDAY
Nicki Love
SATURDAY
Redline

408) 993-2842

Happy Hour prices
6-8pm
World Famous Burgers
5155B Stevens Crk. at
Lawrence
(Behind the Shane Co)

3
0
0 CL
576 E. SANTA CLARA ST
(SANTA CLARA & 13th)
298-3030

Short Term Commitments
Long Term Gains
,,,,,ament 1,, A temporar
Earn While
A.I .1111 L1tsla pay with Western
assignment during ai
e On the 1,4, Work vhen
Tempaars StIVIc rnd can saluahle
iou want, where y.ou warn, in !. ’il’ us iilsvant. We’re .:Iways here
kes.
when iou neJ Illt,11C% 111,a. (.11VV11"..1 Lail Western Temp, \
The one to call when y011 ..1111 Ii %ork
Slop in and ask for V011f complimentary which, Stb.1
booklet 5ver 350 ..ttlt vcorldwi,4
San Jose: 841 131,..som 1111111d., Suite .2121
(4081 /PS- 77N
1999 South BaSCOM Ace., Spite I tX)
(408) 371-7171
(408)452-1911
97 Metro Drive
(408)245-4850
\’illage
Sunnyvale: 657 TOWII &

408 296-9219

10111E ’EMS VIDED

COWBOY JUNKIES
the caution horses

InterVieWing"

Western

TEMPORARY SERVICES

THE

P
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MUSIC THIS INTIMATE WAS NEVER THIS
POWERFUL

Their evocative new album
featuring "Sun Comes Up
It’s Tuesday Morning:"
Powderfinger" and "’Cause Cheap
Is How I Feel:’ The follow-up to
"The Ilinity Session:’

11.99 CI)
6.99 CASS

1,1 RCA Records cassettes compact discs aml albums

JCPenny
IS OFFERING
A
$1000
SCHOLARSHIP
WHO IS ELIGIBLE: Members of the following ethnic groups
who desire a career In Retailing, American Indian,
Hispanic, Asian, Black.
APPLICATION PROCESS: Submit transcripts, two professor
recomendations and a one page statement detailing your
Interest In retail.
TO:

DR. JOE GIGLIERANO, MARKETING DEPARTMENT

DUE: MAY 4th, 1990

11.99 CD 6.99 CASS

’H–JSILOS

Their lyrics expose the
intimate details of daily life. The brilliant, sparse
production gives you the feeling that someone is
playing in the next- room. Featuring "Here’s To You:’ "(We’ll Go) Out
Of Town" and "I’m Over Yoe their new album, "The Silos;’ is about
to explode. On RCA Records cassettes compact discs ,ind albums

PETER MURPHY
CUTS

ITICOSTE ,ECI=230

"Deep’ the brilliant new album from the former
lead singer of Bauhaus. Featuring "Cuts You Up’:

11.99 CD 6.99 CASS

"The Line Between The Devil’s Teeth" and ’A Strange Kind Of Love."
.0.01 SALE ENDS APRIL 24, 1990

FINAL SELECTION WILL BE MADE BY
THE FACULTY OF SAN JOSE STATE

WIN 1PNA TO MIDNIGHT 365 DAYS A YEAR

EIMER RECORBSIVIBEt
SAN ENANCMCO
Col $ Pay
CP $

CAMINSILL

MOUNTAIN RIM

SAN MATEO

CONCORD

R. Ply.

%VI $1040

CmonP1
"/*

ae.... Pe

HOPP

VIDIP
4. 04 0...8 14.14.
00.t0
.01.
C1.$$K$1.
n__._
01110Pt0 WO.
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Limits: Subcommittee
approves restrictions
health insurance costs, for six Ford
fauruses for trustees’ personal
use.
The cars have since been turned
in to the CSU motor pool at its
headquarters in Long Beach.
To prevent another such appropriation from the account, the new
"I’ve been talking with Senator
budget language would require that
(Nicholas) Petris ID-Oakland). and any
he’s very sympathetic to sponsor- countpurchase made out of the acnot
ing similar legislation." Campbell dental Or for employee health,
vision benefits, be apsaid.
proved by
The trustees and their legal Finance. the state Department of
counsel could not be reached for
comment, as they were in Oakland
To prevent further closed-sesThursday for a meeting to discuss sion salary meetings, another proCSU officials’ pay increases, the vision requires the trustees to post
$99.998.70 purchase of six Ford a public notice 30 days in advance
Tauruses for the vice chancellors of any salary discussion.
and other actions by CSU execIn the past year, as recently as
utives that have come under fire.
the March 14-15 meeting when the
committee met to study the pay
Campbell, who is chairman of raises, the trustees have closed
the subcommittee, said Gov. meetings where their and adminisDeukmejian has final veto power trators’ salaries were being disover the proposal and "has been cussed.
keeping an open mind on signing
The practice led to the First Amhe package, something which
mendment Coalition threatening to
looks good."
sue, then deciding not to, to reThe restrictions on raises will cover the records of the meeting.
prohibit the trustees from using Mel Opotowsky, president of the
state money to grant themselves coalition said the law was a step in
more than a 3.7 percent yearly cost the right direction.
of living increase allowed for uni"Although law is already clear
verstity administration. However, on this point, it’s better if this bill
the trustees may use non-state were more explicit," Opotowsky
money given to the CSU for their said.
own raises.
"I think the intent of the law is
The action comes after a pay in- good for the health of the CSU syscrease was approved for CSU ex- tem since it will let the public
ecutives in a closed session held know what it is doing in regard to
during the Oct. 31 and Nov. I salaries," he said.
meeting. The trustees have since
The package also requires a joint
appointed a committee made up of legislative audit committee to peer
their own members to study the into the chancellor’s books back to
1987 to find how budget cuts at
raises.
campuses may have been used for
Another restriction requires the trustee raises and how closed meettrustees to pay $100,000 out of ings may have been used during
their general fund and place it in an pay raises. The audit must be reemployee compensation fund. The turned to the legislature by March
money was spent out of the admin- IS, 1991.
strative budget, which usually covThe measures all passed the six
ers non-faculty CSU employees member panel unanimously.

hrun. page
is the equivalent to the Brown Act,
which states that all public meetings must he an open. The BagleyKeene Act applies to state agencies
holding open meetings.
"What was done was legal and
within the rights of the hoard but it
Is not a legal question. It is a policy
question," said William D. Campbell, trustee vice chairman and
member of the ad hoc committee.
Much public outcry has occurred concerning the trustees’
closed-door sessions and have
brought the hoard members under
fire for their actions.
No one had any idea that there
were options involving the procedures for pay increases," Campbell said.
In 1983, Reynolds and Chapman appeared at a state Senate
hearing to discuss a 16 percent pay
increase that was granted to CSU
officials at that time. Senator Presley authored a bill. SR-48. that
would have required state institutions to hold pay increase meetings
publicly. The bill was turned
down.
Even though the CSU was ammended out of this proposed bill,
Reynolds wrote letters to the senator stating that the CSU system
would hold open meetings concerning proposed pay increases,
regardless if the bill passed or not.
Since that time, pay raises and
personnel meetings have still been
held behind closed doors, Chapman said.
At the meeting Thursday. Reynolds defended herself but apologized for her actions and the actions of her staff members.
"My staff and I accept full responsibility for not being consistent and for not notifying Senator
Presley for each instance" (since
1984) as to why trustees were
holding closed-door sessions.
Reynolds said that because of
collective bargaining going on
with faculty unions at the time of
the pay increases, she was led to
believe that a public debate would
be detrimental to both sides.
After the testimony in Sacra -

memo. Reynolds said that she
went through her personal files and
retrieved the letters sent to Presley.
"My question to you is why
weren’t we notified of our options?" Campbell asked Reynolds
regarding the closed -door sessions.
"When I asked about the Presley issue, no one had any idea what
it was about. Now all of the sudden
today we have all three letters documented with microscopic scrutiny." he said.
"In regarding collective bargaining. I personally think that it
would have been wise to report out
what we were doing rather than
keeping it secret." Campbell said.
Reynolds defended herself by
saying, "As I indicated earlier, I
give you my most sobering apology, and (holding closed sessions)
had become a habit because of collective bargaining going on at the
time. And I didn’t remember the

Presley wax at the time. ’
But after she appeared before
the senate committee. Reynolds
went hack and found the letters in
her own personal files.
Vice
chancellor
’Caesar
Naples, and Mayer Chapman and I
(Reynolds) should have told the
reasons why this is being done. We
are clearly remissed tow not doing
such Reynolds said.
According to Chapman. none of
the board members were aware
that there were any options for the
past seven years.
"I had no idea that we could do
things differently. It had been my
impression that things had always
been done like this," Chapman
said.
Following Reynolds’ apology.
Gary Shansby, chairman of the ad
hoc committee said. "This is a
policy issue not a legal issue. And
policy decisions should made by

AVON!!!! Buy or sell Call me today
(local Avon Rep) & I will send a
book to your home or business.
Super spacisis for everyone
Share the book with lemily. coworkers 8 friends & receive up to
50% off on your own order, Thank
you Al., good part-time income
for the holidays Call JANE at 251.
$042.
INTERESTED IN GIVING a seminar
financial
range
from
topics
guidance to health 8 exercise
tips. Call Yvette at the Decathlon
Club, 738-7592.
KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for
your expertise. knowledge in your
study. field of interest, or hobby
$795 tells you where to go & what
to ask for at local ?gem’ea who
will a.let you free of charge
Please send check to HART. Box
110266. Campbell. Cit. 95008
PERSONAL LOANS up to $2500...
(Subject to credit approval) Call
SQUARE
FEDWASHINGTON
ERAL Credit Union at (408) 9477273.
DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Sens your teeth, eyes
and money. too Cleanings and

STUDENT

office visits at no charge. For brochure see AS. office (Student
Health Center) or call (408)371E811 In San Jose
U.S.S BOXER REUNION
Granddad.
your
Father.
Uncle, Cousin. Brother or Friend
Was

one of the 50,000 men who served
on the U S.S Boxer CV217 11 so,
we are having e reunion in Pensacola, Florida In Oct The dates are
10th, 11th. 12th 8 13th For more
Info. call John Pigrnan at (415)
658-1497

AUTOMOTIVE
seized vehicles
from $100 Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevy. Surplus Buyers
Guide Call 1-802-838-8885. eel

ATTENTION-GOVT

54250
SEIZED CARS, TRUCKS, 4-whee1ers
TVs stereos, furniture. compote,. by DEA. FBI, IRS and U S cus
toms Available your area now
Call 1-805483-7555. eat C-1255
118 FORD FESTIVA LX. air, cassette. 5
speed. 38,000 ml . excellent condition, 13800 obo Call 980-8110
leave message

COMPUTERS
GREAT PKG. User friendly M.Plus
w 25 mg ram. 64 mg HD Mac.
Saner, 12006 modern ...writer
ecld’i diskdrIve plus
Supporting software & manuals
All for 53,200 Plea. cell 1415)
mouse,

HELP WANTED
A FREE GIFT just for callingff kis raise
up 10 11.700 in only 10 days Student

groupsirets & sororities
needed for marketing project on

campus For details

your FREE
GIFT Group officers call 1-800765-8472
ATTENTION. EARN 2211 a year I did It
I’m a SJSU eludent. In 1989 I
made $22,850 sales crew 8 training kids to sell for you. My goal
this year $3811 Work eves 8
weekends. Colnirilffinent needed
Call Steve:Jeff at 983.1801. S.U.

David Or, Concord. Ca 94518 or
call 415487.2548 for more Info.
Class of ’75
SETS!! BEDS. NEW!
Twin set 079, lull set 689, qualm’
set $139, king aff 1179 For both
pieces, Bonkbeds EN, Day beds

Call 868-8560
SECURITY OFFICERS

REAL.17-lES

fitio3611

"The blood -dimmed tide
Is

loosed,

The ceremony of innocence
is drowned "

PERSONALS

W it YEATS

HAS YOUR CHILD
KEPT YOU BUSY
SINCE
SCHOOL.?
I’m not

Flex hrs. Call 720-0185.
ATTENTION.HIRING. Gov?’ jobs - your
area $17.840-$69,485 Call 1.802.

POSITIONS

CHILDCARE

Uncle, Cousin, Brother or Friend
one of the 50.000 men who served

suite V. Los Altos, (415)949-2933
CHILD CARE PROVIDER for seven yr
old boy Non.smoker in my horns
English spooking, references re.
golfed So Son Jose, call 82E6602
CARE
staff
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local residential faciliadults
8
adolesyoung
ties for
cents with autism 8 related disabilities FT 8 PT positions avell
Sterling 1446 25 hr Call (408)
448-3953
for
HIRING
NOW
CRUISESHIPS
spring, Christmes and nex1 sum.
Many positions Call
rner b r
1-805-882-7555. ext 0-1062
CUSTOMER SERVICE at small met tress shop Part time, full time flex
time Jeans ok Close to campus
Ask for Mark at 297-0888
DAY CAMP STAFF from the San Francisco East Bay for rowing. ca.
nosing, fishing counselors Swim.
riding. sports or envir ad coon.
PoOlon
Maintenance
ROUGHING IT DAY CAMP. P0
1266,0rIndsCa
Box
selors

945834415)283-3795
EARN $1000 weekly. Make $500 for
100 envelopes stuffed
every
Send .11-addressed, stamped
envelope to Extra income Unlim.

EASY MONEY,!!
Up to 67 00 to start
WEEKLY PAY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU
All shift available
Full time and Part time
Position. in Sant Cliffs Milpites
N San Jo.
Medical Dental
Vacation Plan
Interviews 8 ern to 4 pm
Monday thru Friday
Apply VANGUARD
3212 Scoff Blvd
Santa Clara
(408)727-9793

MATTRESS

PART TIME HELP WANTED ’Days’
Futureshape Toning Salon Call
9743391 before 2pm

BEST PERSONNEL
recruits for cledcal and technical
positions for your summer and future. Call 884-1340.
STUDENTS
WE WANT YOU FOR the lob!
BEST PERSONNEL recruits for
secretaries, typists, word pro...ors,

receptionists, general
office end data enffy clark We
also recruit for technical positions. Pay rale* vary depending
on job skills and work experience
Call us TODAY for your summer
Cell 984-

SUMMER JOBS. Local resident camp
staff Hiring now for July 9-Aug
18

Cell CAMP FIRE
GIRLS el 988-6969

BOYS

&

ASST
TELEMARKETING SALES
needed Part.time. AM 4 hrs. 3
days par week Prefer businessmktg. major

FILES

troIron,Professors
throughout USA Exam problems
with professors own detailed so-

STUDENTS!!
WE WANT YOU for the lob!

or future employment
1340. never a fee.

Judy Ryan at 298-0204.
EXAM

lutions
Available for 8 engineering courses EIT. Calculus.
OF, LA. Gen 8 0 -Chew. Physics.
etc 24 different books evallable al
Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) &
Roberts Bookstore

Monitor resource flies on April 24
£25 at the Student Union

your own message. And with our
voice mall service. you don’t have
to leave your phone number on an
open line. Call (408) 988-2523 for
free details Call today! Someone
is waiting 10 meet you! (408) (415)
976-2E02
eny

18

only. $2

toll, if

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning et 10 45 AM et

DESIGNED
FOR YOU

8

STUDENTS & PROFESSORS
call Picture Perfect Desktop Publishing and Design now for all

(415)841-5036

TWA of

mei II=

dellINIMMI1=111991111111111=MMINIMe

I

tor Office

HOUSING
FOR LEASE Downtown San Jose office or retail Wore 1100 sq If..
depoet East Santa
$1,000.r.
Clara SI & 3rd SI , Cali 238-6424

FOR RENT large 2 bdrm 2 bath, remodeled. clean and quiet Security building, off street perking.
laundry facilities. eacurtly en,
cerport, cable hookup
700 S 1 Ith St (sr 2801 5725S825’rno Call 288-9157. John or
trance,

Martha or plassa leen complete
rneauge
WALK TO SJSU Romod 2 hr 1 ba
dish washer,
sharp Dining rm
Jenn-Alre fenced yd 322 E St
James. $995 ino Call 384.5405
DECORATOR APARTMENT
office Long
Unique I bdrrn
term financially secure. clean,
quiet, sober required All hard-

9205

illFour
DT:yr), Three
One
Days
Days
Day
$605
$580
3 unes $430 $530
$705
$680
30 $630
4 Lines s6S530
58 05
$7 70
$T 30
5 Lines
$1S80070 $895
6 Lines $7 20
Each Additional Line
I

I
1
I
I
I
1
1
I

Five
Days
$635
$730
58 25
$925

Each
Extra
Day
$1 10
$130
$1 45
$160

15 Plus Lines $9900

Phone 924-3277

Computers
For Sale

PROCESSING
fest
accurate. reasonable All types of
papers Spell checking and proof
reading Same day service 13.*

WORD

PROCESSING letter quality
printing, copies. etc
CECILIA -1408)2234102
Word prousaing
514 hr 0250
page whichever Is less,

SERVICES WP -Pages
need polishing? Get help from a

WORD PROCESSING TYPING
Journalism graduate

Prof...tonal

On tempos every day
Free spelling,
punctusilon &
grammar check
Laser printer
Also. Desktop Publishing

EDITORIAL

Tech Editor with
English Degree Word Processing
all formats) end Desktop Publishing (resumes.
newsletters,
fliers, etc

1408)297-3978

Call PATRICIA in W1L

M=1 man en alb

L_L_L__,

11411,1,
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iiiii11111.111111111111
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ilil

ServiCeS
HelpGWreeaknted

Stereo

Housing

Travel

Lost 8 Found
Personal

Typing

I

filIll

/

.

,

,

,

I

I

Pnnt Name
Address

Phone__

City 8 State

if

SENO CHECK MONEY ORDER

Day,

Lines

Enclosed is $_For

I ce wicimm"tion
Lnuncements
Automotive

___,

L_I___,_

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 Lines S5s oo 10.14 Lines $77 00

I

(408)972-1563
TYPING WORD

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one clay

(408)946.1995, Mr Heggern
THE STUDENT UNION Is now hiring
for custodial positions Please
contact Ilut Student Union Direc-

TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS-. REPORTS
THESES- RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

11=11101M1=1=1=
=1
Print Your Ad Here

Call Lod at 496-

THE COLLEGIATE DREAM - 520-860
per hour part time A dream come
Clearbrook of Californie
true
looking for marketing reps Call

281.0750
Term pewits.
Theses. etc 1.1180/ printer Free
grammar spell punc check Rae
sonable rates, quick turnaround

grade Error -free papers impress
profs For this qualify. call WRITE’
TYPE -(408(572-9430

REASONA

E555

PRO.

247-8068. Santa Clara

heads. and color too. Plus fast
turnaround and guaranteed work
Call now PAMELA at 948-3862
AT

WORD

(408)

assist

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
grad.? 01 course you are A
neatly ty
paper gels a higher

Ing, powefful graphics program
for charts. grophs, slides. over-

TYPING

gladly

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Hamilton
&
Wincheeter.
Call
SHIRLEY et 379-3519. $2 per pogo
rninknum 5 pages.

WadprocessIng to it. fullest capecily
Laser
printing,
spoil
checking, grammar check, edit-

ACADEMIC

Will

YOUR

CESSING and Graphics needs
Call Kale at Technically Typing

able buff.. experience and former English malor
WILLOW

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY MAE.

TRAVEL
AIR FARE DISCOUNTS’

Night Saturdays Rush
Located in the
Santa Clara San Jose Area

GLEN area.

pus
P U. del
avail
Student
discounts
EDP Services 270E1014 EVELYN

Confidential

Fast.Expert.Dependable

formals) Equipment used Word
Perfect &
Jell) Consider-

Trust a pro. Reports, theses, resurnes, letters, mailing.. etc.
SpelLgrammer check Wordpro-

Your very own
prob.. 247.7488, 335 5 8eywood
Ave , San Jose
1st

Reports

punctuation,
and
sentence structure (knowledgable on Turebian. APA & Campbell

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS’

Personal Bus
Proposals

Theses

’SERVICING

8 resumes
w grarnmer.

papers, theses. letters, etc Grad
& under -grad
Available days.. weekends by spot Laser
printer Cell ANNA - 972.4992

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted
hair removed forever by plIG iSi-

(409)984-5837
Term Papers Resumes

264-4E04

reining-WordPerfect 5.1. postscript laser printer Close to cam.

phic materials, and editing services. Final draught preparation

WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

CALL MRS MORTON at 266-9448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of term papers, research projects

AAAH. Too many reports and not
enough time? RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING" Resumes, term

EDITORIAL. RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring, consultation, billogra.

LISA’S TYPING 8

247-2681. 8 am-8pm for worryfree
professional dependable service

5.1s, etc All formats Including
APA Laser minter Quick return
Transcription services available
Almaden Branahm area
Phone

Scanni’ScanningGraphic
weaker
Arts. We proof ell our work and
laser ptint It! Call g23.3956

Choose From

grade conscious graduete Very
reasonable roles Call RAJU al
(408)2384759

Theses, term papers, group pro.

your word processing needs! We
have experience in Wordperfect
.Venture DTP WORDSTAR Pa-

Call (400)238-2329

LETTER QUALITY REPORTS, thesis,
etc are easy on professors lam a

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced
prof.sional word processing

filers?

MADE

"BY..
Creative Products 8 Services’
Many typeetyles and designs to

EXPERIENCED

formats plus APA SPELCFIEK,
punctuation grammar assistance
All work guaranteed. Call PAM

TYPING

BUTTONS!.

AND

wordproce.Ing. Term papers reports group papers. new... letters, theses. etc Letter quality. All

satisfaction! Are you peffectionist vrhen ff comes to your reports
resumes.
overheads.
thesis,

SERVICES
CUSTOM

ics, etc. Call (408) 984-5203 lodey!
AFFORDABLE

AAAAHA!! LOWER RATES & HIGHER

WANT FREE RESOURCE materials for
your term paper or class project?
Check out the Christian Science

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING. 125
wpm Quality guaranteed Com.
pritItive rates Term papers, tap
trenscription, resumes. theses,
legal papers, ’nailing lisle, graph-

ports, resumes. etc Free proofing disk storage 251-0449

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO? Me .
Howell.
Europe.
United
ico.
States? Call for low air far. Personalized service Arlene 9973847

10th. llth, 12th & 13th For more
Info call John Pigman et 1415)
85181497

LOW GLEN (408i 288-5688 (leave
message)

daffy In Science and all English
subjects for theses. paper.. re-

credit card for you and your parent, Call ANDY st 243-2830

on tho U SS Boxer CV21? ff so.
ere having a reunion In Pens.
cola. Florida in Oct The dates are

HAS ROMANCE GONE from your life?
Now you can find love. romance.
or adventure as easily as picking
up your phone Dial 976-2002 to
hear ale **citing messages from
quality people, or you can record

Aght_

BCE RATES
Need our help,
Quality end accuracy quitrent..
Were fa. dependable gramme
swore both college grads Sp.

student discount card newl POse
ask about the T WA.Getaway

T-Shirts with
your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM

my

suits Free details E Henderson
Publications, 146 S 10th SI, Ste

m

TTwo?FORGET
OLD -1. CUL
AKIENT.

&

fere SJSU student* 10% off any
published fare, Purchase your

...crooned

the 1st appointment is 1 2 price
"Unwanted hair disuppeers with

AVAIL-

ABLE. Full & part time permanent & summer positions References required Northern Calif
Nannies, 4546 El Camino Real.

Ing

U S S. BOXER REUNION
Was your Father.
Granddad,

7. San Jose, CA 95112.

838-8885. eat R4250

Campus Christian Center, 10th &
San Carlos For more Information
ebout ectIvItles. call Rev Norb
Firnhaber at 298-0204

(415)9624801

STUDENTS! Start to earn NOW with
my 7 -book business kit Real re-

61Amoune
cifternoN

Classified

etc 15% discount to students IS
faculty Call before May 31,1580,8

ACUFACTS. Inc.

ovE, ’so
;Ober) 70

cHuf18.1 ERB./ 70
PI AN 91-watrnAz
AE0417’ Az) EboNOS MOWER. AtA4cFA 144D
/41 HIS EARLY rEF415 PlibLorED /1/5 KILLOR
1411774 A KNIFE
AND LAMP DIED
AMR Oatr6eGorAC,

Jolteress!

and part time position.
All shifts available

260 Meridian Ave San Jose

Realities
take a
look al
the cat.*
of TVs
Difrreot
Strokes
and what
they’ve
been up

4.145 ChM
70 n(ATH IN
AN "gadirur

rnarisrft

T-SHIRTS

CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings at
8.30 & B 00 PM. Campus Christian
Center. 10th 8 San Carlos For
more info about other actIvItlea
call Father Bob leg., or Sister

A 84FilEAJZfA

avni

Earn money for your fraternity.
sorority, club or business by .11.

Bascom
Ave.,
CC.
Campbell
’HAIR
TODAY GONE TOMORROW"

Coming
sorm

AECAfff

"AUNT" J
CHILDRtH MAKE YOu FEEL) MY HUSBAND MD HUSBAND?
I DECIDED AFTER ANCIENT ?
IfR NICKNAME LIKE THAT; I KNOW MY
-,s THREE YEARS TO
FOR ME . MAKES ,11%10 D9_.j
0850L E rE
ME FEEL OLD.
CHILDREN’ YOUR9 HAVE CHILDREN.

BARE IT ALL, Stop shaving, waxing.
tweezing or using chemical .9114
tortes Lel me permanently re-

CHELGREN,

. ALFALFA

Aaron Malchow

PREGNANT? SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish to adopt Financially secure
Lot’s of love to give Call Psttl or
Bart any time at 289-1371

GWEN

the hoard.
"By not putting our discussion,
in open meetings, it has a created a
bigger problem. And I and the
hoard feel that we have been let
down. And! ani deeply concerned.
as well as every member is. about
the issues at hand," Chapman
said.
The ad hoc committee reconimended that the board adhere to
the open meeting policy laws in the
future. Today, the entire board of
trustees will convene in Oakland to
review the ad hoc committee’s recommendations.

Funhouse

A MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGH
Need 25 overweight people to
lose 10-25 lbs In 30 days & register to win 525.0000 trips to PARIS
8 MAUI Call 984-4020

care’

CSU Like chancellor

AL F

111111111!11111111111110 H111111101011 11111111 011---

move your unwanted hair (chinblkini-tummy.moustacho-back.

CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR SANTA CLARA
Call 948-2283 8-4 PM for info

- Mayer Chapman.

oni3B7

SHIRLEY JEAN
RKKErr. HAD A
5144’4E-55CWc4REER RS 4

6/C PA
*OH
MM
IAMI
FRF6’1kOS
RULED IN A
rA16
MGR Y_ILITER 61.401’
4a10ENEr
IN VIE EAV-4
1950B

1,0)4 Hay BR
SIIMAGER NAN FlaKIN.
WHRT REALLY 144Fi:ENFD 70
THE LtrELE RAscAts.,.

kTb

’I had no idea
that we could do
things differently.’

snoPeCe
uvoce
Tur neoe

and everywhere...

NEED CASH?
CAVE SECURITY la hiring for full

days a week

606840899

BIODEGRADABLE PLASTIC BAGS-30
gal 10 bag. $5 other sizes swell
Mode of cornstarch polyetheienebiodegrades when buried Send
checks to Sharyn Fernandez. 31

RESTAURANT-ROOH’s CAFE SALSA
OF SAN JOSE
Become part of winning team
We are now hiring food servers

BK4250
ATTENTION. GROWING SALES TEAM
needs sales reps. IMMEDIATELY

INFERNO EIBS
aN1, 300 1200 2400 baud. Mecinlosh 8 IBM libraries. 25 phone
Ones. multi-user chat (408) 395.
3721. (408) 3945374 1408) 929-

FOR SALE

English Japanese positions No
Fee, PERSONA. (408)4534505

EARN MONEY reading
books! $32.000 yr income potential Details (1)602-838-8885, Eat

ATTENTION

lied P 0 Box 64899, Chicago. III

.35
8744

wood floors. located at 551.553 S
6th SI Call MIKE at 293-0989,
$550 month single occupancy

people Inlet awed in Sales. Acct
Engr Admin. Support 8 Bilingual

SECURITY OFFICERS
Security officers and MOSSO!,
gem All shifts, FT PT, we will
train Apply in person 24 firs, 7

064-4875

(41S) 964-4083. (415) 85E-

PERSONA is part of an INT L NETWORK with offices worldwide in
the Bay Area, we’re looking for

RE.559-3500, 1845 S

DATA.

7

L.

Maguire & Mehallo

Seven Second Delay

Classified
599 5 pc bedroom *et 5199
Desk. $74. dressers 079, chests
$46, bed -frames, delivery!. (415)
745-0900

SPARTAN DAILY

Closed: Options were not known, trustees say

I. ront page I
serted into the 1991-1992 budget
by the beginning of June.
Campbell said he was consulting
with members of the Senate to
draft similar bills in the Senate to
expedite the process.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1990

Classified Desk Located inside ViLN 102

ORGASM TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

aim ma aim ion

Deadline. Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Video: Update refuses
to surrender footage
Earner this semester Update
News provided ’PD investigators
ith a copy of a ideotape without
a subpoena. The tape showed a
Spartan Bookstore employee chasing a shoplifting suspect
hat was a dificient
Belshe said. "A criminal
action was taking place. The cameraman witnessed a crime That’s
the reason we made the exception
and granted them access
And Solli taped the bookstore
incident and said that case was to
tally different.
*There was a criminal act going
on." he said. "In order to have a
tree press the media can’t be linked
to the police."
Feeney agreed with Soil’ and
said journalists are supposed to re-

rig,* Ifillge I

Dada MOW Said 111k pi,g1.1111.S
11.111C)is to provide a com of any thing that has aired it J suhpoctia is
supplied
he shield law hacks us.’ ’
Belshe said "NC d1111.1 111%e ii)
pro% ide on -aired lootage
Edel said she didn’t know it the
department had the right to subna t 1pda le News
"We’d have to go through the
district an
office and see.’
she said
Kenneth Blase. 4..hair of the depanment oh tournalism and mass
communications. agreed w ith the
decision not to pros ide the %Rico
tape.
"Esc talked to Darla and slipon her totally
Blase said

CLUB
ClIDALS11
10, Rglie..
,rhrrek.,
r.or MU 1-oel,-,,r

years, Pee% % lii nise said
Actually . he has a tube that goes
directly to his stomach and a respirator to help hint breathe.
Although Wedemeyer can feel
another’s touch, he is unable to
!nose how the neck down, speak,
breathe in eat on his own.
Pees Innise shared with the
small audience an experience that
changed Wedemeyer’s life five
yeais ago When Charlie was
11 to 95 pounds and would not
eat tor fear of choking, a nurse
prayed for hint, she said.
A Itei she kid prayed that somehow he would he able to breathe
and eat. Charlie felt it presence
come into the room that reassured
111111 and a plant that was at the toot
ol his bed blossomed. It seas a miracle. Peevyhouse said.
"Charlie knew he could no
longer rely on his ow n strength,
but in a higher power," Peevyhouse said "Ile wouldn’t have
made it ye idiom God." she said.
Lucy esplamed that it seas the
turning piiin tu ir them "by the
nurse praying and him reali/ing
what Cori could (14) for hun
it

Lucy twined the audience of
their know ledge of the movie
"Quiet Victory" and then said,
"Hollywood did their own version. .but the message of inspiration got there.
"We felt that there was a lot of
lack of awareness tot ALS)."
Lucy explained why they did the
film.
Lucy and Pees) house spoke for
Charlie with messages ot his testimony they. had prepared beforehand and iweasionally rc ad Charlie’s lips for his comments.
nen Peevyhouse mentioned
the mouth-to-mouth she gave
Charlie’, Charlie raised its eyebrow s play fully and his w
le wishes he COUld resonded.
member that!"
Charlie, 44. Was diagnosed as
an Al.S patient I ; years ago and
doctors told him he had three years
left, at the most, the usual life expectancy diagnosed to ALS patients.
Now, Charlie Wedemeyer is up
to 155 pounds and often tells children he hasn’t eaten a thing in five

Communicate In Color
Now At Kinko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies!

Open

Presentations

Transparencies

Displays
Charts/Graphs

Sales Flyers
Even Copy From Slides!

Early, Late, & Weekends
295-4336

310 S. Third St.
(Across from McDonald’s)

kinkoss
the copy center

Daily staff pholoqtaphe,

Keltey-CEtinn

this photograph was taken lif tlw imestIgstors’ feet on 11editesday
g, a I Pfi officer confiscated the film,
tile’ pogram would "in essence he
main obieolyc
"We can’t go around accusing come an arm of the police depart
everytime
the
police inent.
people
Edel urged anybody. who has vi
breathe down our backs,’’ he said.
deotape, photographs or audio ,
Belshe said that it Update News cordings of Lath Vv’eek acti%
began providing footage to UPD. hi call UPD at OM f 924-2222.
%Iwr

Coach: Religious faith is motivation
page I

smrm
amEsir
live
105’s MAST IE IS
A /49.,
Shakespearean

Raises

remoyed that weight from his
shoulders. ’
Asked what was the single most
important thing that got I.ucy and
Charlie through all of the hard
times. she said. "Removing the
fear . . through faith in God .
and making the most of ey el%
day.
In explanation of all the play liii
jokes and comments Charlie !oyes,
Lucy said. "What we% e lea
I
to do is laugh at oursel% es ’
"They haven’t figured ota
Charlie is still going." I tic% said
And as tar as dying is concerned.
"With a stubborn Hawaiian. ii
takes longer."
People are always telling Chai
lie to give up and die. espe% il
Inc years ago.
"II you see yourself as a success
and a winner, that’s what you’re
going to he. That’s what Charlie’s
done.’’ Peevy.hinise
"Pain and sultering is ’nevi
table, hut misery is optional." she
added.
And future goals for Charlie
were simple.’My goals are that
God y% ould o int ow It use frie..

Appearance
Ifs’ the

V ITt

I1 1 II D A Y
CELEBRATION

‘>..;’Pht!Ht f-,(...;sas

AND A MAGIC SHOW!

From page I

S1UDFNIS

pare salaries of unisersity administrator..
Iluert explained in her testimony: "II you are either
, %twine
,:idrapolation
is
iie cssaty
But "the trend
is that the pay raises increase
slit: and responsibility
ii reference to siie ol the
.1e111)
‘spc.11- 11!’ ill favor 14 the
iiimmittec s [commutation.
CSU tnistee Martha Fallgatter said. "At the time we
made the decision (to raise
we acted in good
kinli I think that now that
more inkirmation has been
presented we should go hack
to square one and do it the
right way.
I lie committee recottirn ailed hat after the large
use is rescinded that the
\i
111kis be given a raise
to

the

I

SUNDAY

APRIL

flczmillg7A1IR
111/F
1
Jules Feiffer

PRESENTS

Aris
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Project
1111.: Quits IS COMING
408-370-3272

I 10

MONDAY

APRIL

23

Wall o Voo Doo’s

iost-01.-

by
,I st staff and faculty .
ICeets

111-

TROPICAL FISH SPECIALS
TANK
SPECIALS

FREE

5 GOLDFISH

10 Gal Tank only
$6.99
10 Gal complete kit 429.99
$19.99
20 Gal Tank only
$5999
55 Gal Plexi Glass
Exp. 5-31-90

Fancy Male
Guppies 590

FAT) S 11 9(1

COUPON
TROPICAL
FISH
10% off tropical fish
with purchase of any
aquarium listed in ad
Exp. 5-31-90

Fancy Male
Betta $2.49

Glass Painted
Fish $1.99
DOORS @ 8 SHOW

Rvg.51.29

Reg. $2.49

Keg. $3.49

80 S Second St., San Jose 95113

As a nuclear officer, you could
lead the field in nuclear propulsion technology The Navy
operates the most advanced
nuclear equipment in the world
Including more than hall the
nuclear reactors in America The
men who maintain and operate
these reactors are among the best
The Navy is accepting applications from qualified sophomores,
juniors and seniors for the prestigious nuclear program. This program pays you $1,400 a month dur
ing your junior and senior years.
Plus $2,000 upon graduation, and
a $4,000 selection bonus!
After graduation, as a Navy
officer, you receive a year of graduate -level training unavailable
anywhere else at any price. You
become a highly trained member
of an elite group leading the
adventure in today’s nuclear
Navy. And, alter five years, you
can be earning as much as $50,000
lo qualify, you must be working toward, or have earned, a bachelor’s degree and
be a U S citizen between 19 and 25 years of age You must also have completed a
minimum of one year each of calculus and calculus -based physics with a "B" average
or better
Call the Navy Management Programs Office for information on how to apply. If
You’d like to lead the field, join the best in the nuclear field

9 118 8 OVER) 11(KETS 510 ADO S11 DOOR

fl(KEIS AVAIIABIF 04 IP 0 AND

T&T Marine Aquarium

408.292.2212

200 N. 1ST @ ST JAMES

(408) 279-1952

Students/Faculty/Staff

LEAD THE FIELD.

Call Collect 415-452-2900

JOSE

SAN

IBM Personal System/2’
Promotional Specials
Until lone’ 30,1990, y011 can sfihl purchase pre-contigured IBM I s 2 personal computer package’s at
special savings! Call your local II3M Education Program Coordinator at Photo & Sound Company
tor (rill details on ordering.
ConIsSunthen #1

1MB RAM, .1,, \191 Fixed 1,)1,k (order #241,580111

$2,299

IBM PS/2 Model 30 286
enVaration ti.

#246gghl

I MB RAM, 10Alli Fixed lipsk

$2,799

IBM PS/2 Model 50Z
Colillorahon iii

2mf9 RAM, 10MB riwd 1)n.h

(order

2M1111181C

e2 thssu.2)
...ra,TruraT,rur.i..r.rirr/mr
I’

$3,349

IBM PS/2 Model 55SX

All1 R AM,

oil!

NAT li

tised

(order Et241,SP161)

$3,599

IBM PS/2 Model 55SX
yin

386

NAB) 1 Red 1)isk lorder #2468864)

$4,899

IBM PS/2 Model 70-E61
113 ’M PRINTERS (with printer cable):

4201/003
4207/002
4208/002
4019/001

(.3

hi’ N’
\livid

Each configuration include, tlie 111‘.1 1"-. 2 101.111c...1
windows (28(.,,. igto,
dun,. Manager, IIIIC Windotv,r

Mate.,

$349
$499
$679
$1,579

Proprinter’ III
Proprinter X24E
Proprinter XL24E
Laser Printer
,
0 :5111 ill

LOOSII), \tier...oft

a0,1 Pon or ’,lap

Managcr 1051 \ lone

Sv.trivi / 2, I", 2 Art. regrAcred trad,mark. and Vroprunter is,t nademark ot Ittlernatiowl

.1,1,111114-,l orporation

PHOTO& SOUND
NAVY OFFICER
You are’li)morrow.
You are the Navy’.

COM

PAN

Y

IBM EPC Representative: Lorne Beach

(408) 453-6220

Word

’t, IS indm,

kinclonkl
Penom,
Compwer
Deal./

